Case Study: Family Housing (Wales) Limited (FHA)
“Just a quick note to thank you for the last couple of days. They are probably two of
the best days I have spent with Family Housing! We covered an amazing amount of
work in a really interesting way and it was great to see staff from different departments and tenants
working so well together”.
Mel Rayner Chair of FHA Tenants Panel January 2017 (e-mail to
Dave Sillitoe Impart links)

FHA had undertaken a strategic options appraisal of their repairs, voids, planned
maintenance and heating services.
They decided to continue with their DLO delivering some repair and component replacement
work, whilst re-procuring the remaining work with expressed intent for some services to
migrate to their DLO over the four-year term.
Impart links were commissioned in 2016 to undertake the role of Critical Friend/
procurement expert to:
•
•

Explore and agree procurement options
Procure the agreed strategy

Key Drivers:
Key drivers for the procurement were:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Use of the local supply chain
A strategic approach to managing and delivering Community Benefits
Refinement of existing Open Book cost management processes
Cost options for Open Book and fixed price
The need for an IT integration project during the mobilisation period
Increased involvement of tenants in the procurement and management of awarded
contracts

In-sourced
• DLO
• Wholly owned
subsidiary
• Joint venture
Out-sourced
• Private contractor
• Other RP
• Consortia

Commercial Administration

Project Delivery

Registered Provider

Critical Friend:
Housing Repair and Maintenance contracts are delivered by Registered Providers in many
different ways; but generally project delivery and administration tend to be a combination of
one or
two of the options below:
Bill of Quantities
Schedule of Rates
Price per Property
Target Cost Open Book
Cost Plus
Guaranteed Maximum Price
Fixed Fee

At Impart links, we believe that understanding your business is critical to making key
strategic and operational procurement decisions.
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To achieve this understanding, we undertake detailed “forensic reviews”.
Impart links have a significant current, actual cost and
performance library (governance, strategic and operational
costs) derived from audits/reviews and procurement which,
along with Pobl’s current procurement information will
facilitate the analysis of costs and performance.
The accuracy of data is critical to making key business
decisions. Our Cost Managers are adept at cost and
performance data manipulation/cleansing; the information used will be “fresh”, accurate
and validated and will evidence actual measures/ indicators that can be compared to
industry indicators and those held by Impart links from other reviews and procurement
processes.
At FHA we “defined the existing service” by reviewing existing delivery information,
analysing, articulating and cleansing (removed duplications, filled gaps, addressed any
issues/ concerns/ queries) two years of job data to summarise, by workstream:
•
Annual Value (£)
•
Number of jobs and Average job cost
•
Contractor
•
Delivery and commercial management approach
We also reviewed asset/ property information to ensure that property and asset
descriptions were correct. For example, communal boilers were not included in the Heating
procurement, however, communal and individual distribution systems radiators were and
the data needed to show this.
This allowed us to draft work package
options for debate/ discussion.
Options included:
1. Existing/ “as-is”; no changes
2. Workstream Focus; e.g. Repairs, Planned
Work, Compliance
3. Discipline Focus; e.g. Building, Electrical,
Heating
4. Single provider
5. Hybrid; Response Repairs and Voids, Planned Building Work; M&E Work
Each option considered the number of contracts and lots along with:
1. Characteristics
2. EU procurement implications
3. Opportunities
4. Risks
5. Commercial administration options
6. Form of contract options
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7. Duration options
Each option was supported by a detailed financial summary.
The options review was iterative in that each was discussed in detail, no single option was
preferred and time was allowed for reflective thinking and further discussion before a final
decision was made; the preferred , non-OJEU procurement strategy and options being as
follows:

A single contractor for Area A Building and Electrical Work/ Repairs
•

A different contractor for Area B Building and Electrical Work/ Repairs

•

An opportunity for a contractor to be appointed for Electrical repairs/ work for Area A
and B only

•

A single contractor for heating servicing, repairs and replacement and plumbing work

Contractors were able to bid for one or all Contracts and Lots.
Whilst not mandatory, a small number of preferred sub-contractors and suppliers were
named for consideration as part of the tender team and full details of FHA existing supply
chain were provided for tendering contractors use. In particular FHA arrangement with
CHIC for boiler supply was factored into the tender process.
A strategic partnership was also formed with Swansea Council “Beyond Bricks and Mortar”
Community Benefits initiative.
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Preferred cost administration was Open Book for repairs and Fixed Price for component replacements. Example Option:
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Example Financial Summary:
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Procurement:
Having agreed procurement strategy, Impart links drafted a procurement programme,
notices and document drafting commenced.

There were no Leaseholder implications for this procurement, however, Impart links are
experienced in assisting with the issuing of statutory leaseholder notices. Similarly, this
was a below EU threshold procurement, however Impart links are experienced in drafting
and issuing EU contract and other key notices.
Notices were posted on the Sell2Wales website (Contracts Finder equivalent) and on
FHA procurement portal, e-tender Wales/ Bravo Solutions. Impart links managed all
procurement processes, document uploads and communications on behalf of FHA via the
portal.
A Suitability Assessment Questionnaire (SAQ) (formerly known as PQQ) was drafted onto
the portal using the UK Governments standard template plus scored quality questions.
Tender documents were drafted and uploaded with the SAQ.
At Impart links we believe that housing repairs and work is 50% technical input and 50%
resident experience when work is undertaken.
We have a comprehensive library of Housing and People/ Service friendly tender
document templates including:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Invitation to tender
Preliminaries
Specifications
Pricing tools and models
Quality questions
Warranties and guarantees, etc.
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Using Impart links tender document library as a starting point and by adopting an iterative
approach to bespoke document development (a “draft” to review and comment on; then
decide “use”, “lose”, “amend” or “sleep on it”); we worked with key FHA staff to draft
tender documents, pricing models, service standards, specifications and requirements
that meet FHA needs and aspirations as well as those of residents.
Very often we use clients existing contract documents as a starting point for drafting
tenders, however, whilst FHA were very clear about their requirements, they were not
captured sufficiently for tender purposes, so we helped them by drafting documents from
scratch.
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Suitability Assessment Questionnaire evaluation was led and managed by Impart links as
follows:
Section
1

Supplier Information

2

Mandatory Exclusion

3

Discretionary Exclusion

4

Who

Notes

Impart links

-

Economic & Financial

FHA Finance Director

For contractors
selected to tender.

5

Technical & Professional
Ability and Resources

Impart links and FHA Head of
Property

-

6

Supplementary Questions

7

Quality Questions

FHA cross organisational team
comprising Tenant Panel
members and staff from
Housing, Care & Support and
Property

Scored 0 to 4
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Scored quality questions were derived from Impart
links library and specific requirements, e.g. IT
integration and Community Benefits and scenarios
e.g. the different service approach to replacing a
kitchen for a vulnerable resident and residents
generally.
FHA made a significant time and resource
commitment to evaluating scored quality questions
at selection and award stage – 4 working days at
each stage.
Team members were briefed before evaluation
commenced.
Each response was
evaluated by two teams and
scores were validated
following the evaluation of a
single question for each
contractor. No more than
one point difference was
allowed between the teams
and consensus had to be
reached.
When scoring questions,
each team also recorded
reasons for their score which was to be fedback to contractors at both selection and
award stage.

During the tender period, FHA and Impart links
held a “Meet the Buyer” event to:
1. Provide feedback from the selection stage
2. Run through tender pricing models and
requirements
3. Provide guidance on completing quality
questions and pricing documents
4. Take and respond to questions
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At the time of drafting this response, tenders are being evaluated with a view to awarding
contracts during March 2017.
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